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ABSTRACT
Geometric modeling requires the specification of position,
orientation and size of geometric entities. However, the
modeler often does not know a priori these properties, but
knows other properties that can be used to bound and solve
the first. These constraints must be calculated in order to
discover the missing properties. Currently, modelers make
this process or part of it manually, making it time consum-
ing.

This document presents the tools most widely used for ge-
ometric modeling in the area of generative design, through
programming, containing functionality for specifying rela-
tionships and constraints between geometric entities, and
that automate part of the geometric modeling process. In
this work we propose a solution which automates the en-
tire process of calculating the geometric properties from
constraints. The proposed solution addresses the problem
of values accuracy, functionality expansion and integration
with other tools.

Our geometric constraints solving system is based on trans-
forming the geometric model into sets of mathematical equa-
tions that describe it, which are solved by Maxima, an alge-
braic computing systems capable of symbolic manipulation.

Our solution is intended to assist modelers with the math-
ematical complexity of the geometric modeling, helping them
to follow the geometric construction modeling approach us-
ing their preferred tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The geometric modeling requires the specification of the

location, orientation and size of geometric entities. However,
modelers often do not know a priori these properties, but
know others that can be used to constraint and solve the
first. The computer-aided design (CAD) tools cover most of
users’s requested needs in this area, however there is still a
great need for functionality that allow making more specific
modeling.

Nowadays, many modelers manually calculate the specifi-
cations of geometric entities, which becomes very time con-
suming, because the tools used provide a limited set of fea-
tures in this area.

Geometric constraints can also be used a posteriori. I.e.,

a set of geometric constraints can be used to automatically
validate a geometric model. The building information mod-
eling (BIM) tools are indicated to impose such constraints
on the geometric model. For example, by law, the stairs
may not have a slope greater than a predetermined thresh-
old, and each step must be less than a certain height.

Modelling by specifying geometric constraints is very use-
ful as it enables the modelers to express on the model, with-
out having to go through the lengthy process of finding the
location, orientation and size of geometric entities.

These constraints must be processed in order to discover
the properties missing. Currently, modelers make this pro-
cess or some of it manually, making it time consuming.

This document focuses on the using of restrictions a priori
as a way of modeling, allowing users to make a modeling
approach for geometric construction.

For example, considered the creation of a pentagon as de-
scribed in article [1], that uses the traditional geometric con-
struction approach to create the model illustrated in Figure
1.

The usefulness of this type of modeling (geometric con-
straints) is overlooked by CAD applications which means
that you spend your time thinking about how to model the
problem. However, a declarative modeling by geometric con-
straints specification could facilitate the process of model-
ing, assisting the designer expressing their intentions on the
geometric model.

1.1 Goals
The purpose of this work is to create a system that al-

lows the user to geometric modeling by specifying geometric
constraints in a programming language. The secondary goal
is to integrate our system with the system developed in the
Rosetta project in order to extend the descriptive power of
geometric modeling of Rosetta with the specification of ge-
ometric constraints.

It is intended to allow the end user to model using a ge-
ometric construction approach. This way the user can de-
scribe relationships and constraints between geometric enti-
ties, without their having to be the fully pre-defined. This
way, we intend to withdraw from the user the mathematical
complexity involved in geometric modeling.

The integration with Rosetta offers the user the possibility
of combining this type of modeling approach with the ap-
proach and functionality provided by their preferred CAD
tools. This allows us to focus on offering the user the possi-
bility to create models by describing geometric restrictions.



Figure 1: Geometric construction of a pentagon with
ruler and compass. Image taken from [1].

In addition it enables us to visually demonstrate our system
capabilities.

Taking into account the secondary objective, it is assumed
that most users are architects with reduced programming
knowledge. Therefore, it is intended to make the created
features to describe geometric constraints simple to use and
easy to understand. However, it is also intended to provide
users with programming skills the possibility of extending
our system with new functionality, in an easy and uniform
way that can be easily shared with other users.

2. RELATED WORK
This section analyzes the state of the art related to ge-

ometric constraints, modeling languages and architectural
design tools, including concepts involving geometric con-
straints.

2.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problem
The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is a mathe-

matical problem (definition 1) consisting of a set of objects
whose state has to satisfy all constraints, that is, to find a
value for each variable (set V ), from the values associated
with these variables (set D), and where the restrictions (set
C) specify that certain values can not be used together.

Definition 1. The CSP is defined as a triple P = (V,D,C)
[2, 3], where:

• V = v1, ..., vn is a set of variables.

• D = D1, ..., Dn is a set of the respective domains
of values, i.e., I represents the values that are asso-
ciated with vi and that this variable can take.

• C = c1, ... cm is a set of constraints, where each
c ∈ C is a subset of the Cartesian product Πi∈VCDi,
where Π is the product operator and VC ⊆ V is the set
of variables into c.

The CSP is a highly combinatorial problem and usually
NP-Complete.

2.2 Degree of Freedom
The Degree of Freedom (DoF) of a CSP refers to the num-

ber of possible solutions of the CSP. One CSP can be Over-
Constrained, Under-Constrained or Well-Constrained.

There are also some more generic problems that CSP,
such as the Constraint Satisfaction Optimization Problem
(CSOP) and the Partial Constraint Satisfaction Problem
(PCSP).

The CSOP is an optimization problem whose objective is
to find the solution or solutions that have a minimal cost. A
typical example is the scheduling problem with the minimum
of free time.

The PCSP is more generic that the CSOP, and is usually
applied in a scenario where the DoF is over-constrained.

2.3 Techniques to solve CSP
[4, 5] presents five different methodologies to solve CSP,

those are:

• local propagation: This methodology represents the
CSP in a non-directional graph, used to propagate the
geometric constraints. However, the graph can not
contain cycles.

• numerical constraint: This methodology represents
the CSP with a system of algebraic equations and tries
to find solutions. The algorithms used are able to cope
with large nonlinear systems, but assume that the CSP
is fully restricted, and that each variable can assume
only a finite set of values.

• symbolic constraint: This methodology represents
the CSP with a system of equations and use of sym-
bolic manipulation methods to solve them. This tech-
nique can conclude that the solution exists but is un-
able to find, or require time and exponential memory,
according to the complexity of the CSP.

• rule constructive: This methodology represents the
CSP with facts and rules that it uses to create a proce-
dural test to find solutions, similar to Prolog. However,
the algorithms used are not computationally scalable
and thus are unable to handle large restriction systems
[6].

• graph constructive: This methodology consists of
two stages and represents the CSP with a graph. In
the first phase, the dependencies between the nodes
of the graph are analyzed so that the problem can be
decomposed into several simpler sub-problems called
clusters. The solution of the initial problem is the
combination of the solutions of these clusters, which
are usually independent or contain few dependencies
between them. In the second phase the clusters are
formed and individually solved using other techniques
(numerical resolution constraints and symbolic manip-
ulation).

2.4 Robustness and Accuracy
The lack of robustness and accuracy is a well known prob-

lem in the field of geometric modeling [7]. This happens be-
cause many of the geometric modeling algorithms are based
from computer graphics algorithms, where the computation
time is more important than the accuracy of the geomet-
ric model. However, the geometric modeling results can



be reused for subsequent calculations, whereas in computer
graphics results are mainly used for visualization.

There are a set of good practices to avoid problems with
the accuracy of the values. For example, to compare the
distance between two points, we do not need to calculate
the distance itself (Formula 1). We can compare the square
of the distance (Formula 2) points to the origin, avoiding
the calculation of square roots.

√
x2
a + y2

a + z2a <
√

x2
b + y2

b + z2b (1)

x2
a + y2

a + z2a < x2
b + y2

b + z2b (2)

For example, above we presented the constraint of point
A = (xa, ya, za), it is closer to the origin than the Point B =
(xb, yb, zb), and to describe the constraint we compare the
distances from each point to the origin. Unfortunately, this
involves the calculation of square roots (Formula 1), which
may produce inaccurate results. However, to compare the
two distances we do not need to calculate the distance itself.
As good practice, we should have compared the square of the
distance (Formula 2) from the points to origin, avoiding the
calculation of square roots, since this operation may involve
rounding and inaccurate representations of values.

2.5 Modeling Tools
There are a lot of tools for geometric modeling. Recently

there has been a constant need for tools that support pro-
gramming, generative design and functionality to describe
their geometric models with constraints. However, most of
the tools used in this field still require the user to have a pro-
gramming background, therefore they are not suitable for
those starting to program. This represents an initial barrier
that makes many architects give up at the beginning.

Within the analyzed tools we emphasize:

• Grasshopper [8] for the initial simplicity of modeling
due to visual programming, expandability with acom-
ponente enabling incerir code C# and VB.

• Eukleides [9] for the ability to impose geometrical
restrictions on bidimencional model.

• ThingLab [6] for the ability of the model’s informa-
tion to flow in all directions, completing missing in-
formation in the geometric model from the remaining
information.

• GeoSolver [10] for its CSP solving ability, applied to
geometric constraints.

• Tikz [11] the modeling capacity (2d mainly), model-
ing by geometric construction, and extensible through
macros.

• CGAL [12, 13] for the robust algorithms library for
geometric modeling.

3. ARCHITECTURE
The end-user just wants to use the functionalities of the

language, using or not extensions. This users just need to
know the basic geometric entities and the high level opera-
tions to define constraints in the model.

The advanced user might want to expand the domain
language. We created macros to help them expand the do-
main language, standardize and automate the integration of
several modules, thus ensuring that the expansions of differ-
ent users work together.

In particular, the advanced user needs to understand the
solution’s architecture, especially the part that he is expand-
ing. For example, to add geometric entities, he needs to un-
derstand the macros entity-type and entity-build. If he add
geometric functions to the BFG must use the macro mask,
and if you want to add features and develop new types of
geometric constraints have to understand how the mathe-
matical problem is generated.

The solution comprises two alternative solvers that solve
the geometric constraints differently, showing advantages
and disadvantages relative to one another.

The solver called Geometric Function Library is based
on a classical approach shared by most of the analyzed tools.

In this approach, geometric problems are solved by spe-
cialized functions in solving specific geometric problems. Con-
sequently, their implementation has to ensure all possible
cases, entities involved and different scenarios.

The solver called Mathematical Calculation Kernel
addresses the problem in a generic way, using for this pur-
pose a algebraic computation and symbolic manipulation
system. This solver supports a declarative description of
the model, in which the model is restricted iteratively, step-
by-step, and you can apply operations and declare relations.

The Mathematical Calculation Kernel has a modular ar-
chitecture inspired by the Thinglab [6], so that the opera-
tions implemented in this solver describe relationships be-
tween variables. This allows the variables to be resolved in
multiple directions, i.e. the mathematical problem is manip-
ulated so that the unknown variables to be resolved from the
known. These functions can be made by combining various
geometric constraints.

In this approach, the description of the geometric model is
transformed into a mathematical problem, which is solved by
the algebraic computation and symbolic manipulation sys-
tem. The presented solution also has the great advantage
of supporting geometric models where the DoF is Under-
constrained or Well-Constrained, or even if the geometric
model described by the user is not fully restricted, it is possi-
ble to interrogate the properties of geometric entities if they
are mathematically deductible from the current description.

3.1 Geometric Entity
This section presents some of the geometric entities and

their properties that are available in the language. The clas-
sical geometric forms have one, two, and three dimensions,
which the end-user can use these entities to describe the ge-
ometric model. Additionally, there are other entities that
the end-user does not need to know, e.g. the form entity is
composed by a set of variables and it is used to represent a
geometric space that can be empty or represent the universe.

• Entities value and var - This entities represents a
value or a mathematical expression. They have struc-
ture field v that is a special type, implemented by us.
In Racket is a number or a string with a mathematics
expression. The var has other fields that will be able
to link various entities. The value of entity var may
depend on other entities. The entity var will replace
de entity value.



• Entity point - This entity represents a point in space
and has the following fields x, y and z, they are of the
type value.

• Entity line - This entity represents a line in space
and has the following fields: start and end are of the
type point; direction are also a point but should some
vector type; length are of the type value; subtype are
of the type symbol. The field subtype must be one of
the following symbol straight semistraight segment

• Entity circle - This entity represents a circle in space,
but this time only supports inscribed circle in a plane
parallel to the ‘xy’ plane. The fields of this entity are
center with type point and radius with type value.

• Entity sphere - This entity represents a sphere in
space and have the same fields than circle.

The entities do not need be totally restricted, in other
words, the entities fields can be undefined or just Under-
constrained. Some field have default values, for example the
field subtype have the symbol straight by default.

3.2 Geometric Function Library
In this section we analyze the Geometric Function Library.

The library aims to implement functions that allow solving
geometric constraints for common scenarios, effectively and
efficiently. This library follows the logic of the other existing
tools on the market, implementing specialized algorithms to
solve each of the geometric constraints.

On the created language, the geometric problems are ad-
dressed in a generic way, using the algebraic computation
systems and symbolic manipulation to solve equation sys-
tems that represent the constraints of the geometric model.
We devoted most of the implementation effort in this gen-
eral approach through the Mathematical Calculation Kernel.
This library only to demonstrate the advantages and disad-
vantages compared to the general solution, and how both
approaches can be complemented between them.

We found that the packages of repositories Racket, there
are no libraries that natively implement functions that let
you work with geometric constraints. A valid solution would
be to integrate with native libraries from other languages,
using modules that let you integrate other languages into
Racket. For example, “Python for DrRacket” [14] and “P2R
- Processing to Racket” [15], which allows to use respectively
packages Python and Processing in Racket.

A tool that would be interesting to integrate with our Ge-
ometric Function Library would be the CGAL library. This
library is a project implemented in C ++, which provides
efficient and accurate geometric algorithms. The CGAL is
used in various areas that need geometric calculation, such
as computer graphics; computer aided design; molecular bi-
ology; among others.

However the solution followed to create Geometric Func-
tion Library was to implement was geometric algorithms, in
Racket by hand.

The BFG consists of five modules, four of which are lo-
cated in the folder “function-module”:

• “utilities-2d-lib”

• “utilities-3d-lib”

• “intersections-2d-lib”

• “geometric-functions-lib”

These are totally independent from the rest of the system,
i.e., none of the functions, using the structures implemented
in other modules.

All library functions are available in the module“geometric-
functions-lib”, yet each function expects its particular set of
parameters and have an output format. In this way, we cre-
ate the macro called mask to facilitate the integration with
the others modules and data structures. The macro mask

allows you to set the parameters that each function accepts
and how are automatically extracted from the geometric en-
tities. Furthermore, it is also defined how the results of
the functions are processed. This part of the code is imple-
mented in the module “functions-mask” in the “core” folder
whose features depend already from the rest of architecture,
particularly the geometric entities.

Modules “utility-2d-lib” and “utility-3d-lib” provide useful
functions for users to implement other functions, are used
by the functions of the module “intersections-2d-lib”.

In the module “intersections-2d-lib” there are three algo-
rithms for intersection calculation, specialized to address the
intersection between: two lines; two circumferences; a circle
and a line.

• Algorithm of intersection of two lines: The algo-
rithm to calculate the intersection between two straight
lines is based on the web page Wolfram [16] and article
[17].

• Algorithm of intersection between circle and
lines: The algorithm to calculate the intersection be-
tween a line and a circumference is based on the web
page Wolfram [18] and article [19].

• Algorithm of intersection of two circles: The al-
gorithm to calculate the intersection of two circles is
based on article [20].

The user who wishes to use only the Geometric Func-
tion Library, can simply import the module “geometric-
functions-lib”, it contains all library functions and depends
only on the modules in the folder “function-module”, being
totally independent of the structures which support the ge-
ometric entities. The user can easily expand these libraries
by creating new algorithms or integrate with other libraries
already implemented with the help of the macro mask. This
macro helps to encapsulate the function, providing a high
level function with meta information to support the geo-
metric entities.

3.3 Macros
This section presents the structures of geometric entities

and how these are automatically created by the macros. We
also analyze the code generation and the different phases of
execution. The section presents the created macros and care
that we had to make the language easily expandable.

The pillars of domain language are based on this fea-
tures. It presented along this section its specific syntax.
Macros store metadata about the geometric entities in aux-
iliary structures, which exist only during the expansion of
the code, in order to be able to share this information be-
tween the entities, which will have a direct impact on the
generated code and will allow future entities to expand cor-
rectly and separately.



All our implementation based on macros is inspired by the
work of Matthew Flatt, particularly in three of his papers:
[21], [22], and [23].

3.4 Creation of Geometric Entities
All entities are created through the sequence call of the

macros entity-type and entity-build. The code 1 ex-
emplifies the use of those macros, defining the point entity
which represents a location in space.

Listing 1: Structure of the geometric entity ‘point’.
1 (entity -type point
2 ([x value]
3 [y value]
4 [z value 0]))
5 (entity -build point)

The macro entity-type generates the code for two dis-
tinct phases, phase 0 execution-time and phase 1 expansion-
time. For the phase 0 it creates the mutable structure that
will store the instances of point “[(struct point entity

(x y z) #:transparent #:mutable)]”.
For the phase 1 it adds to the auxiliary structure, named

‘IDtable’, which contains information about the entity that
is being defined, in order to share this information between
the multiple executions. This programming logic through
macros is explained in [22]. All geometric structures are
substructures of the entity structure, which contains only
a field id that is automatically generated and identifies every
instance of any entity. The macro entity-build generates
code only for phase 0. Is with this macro that every basic
functions from the entities are defined.

3.5 Dispatcher
In this section it is analyzed how the dispatcher operation

can be implemented that decides where the computation will
be done. Usually, using the Geometric Function Library to
compute the solution is the best option. However, if there
are no available functions to compute the solution in the
Geometric Function Library the Mathematical Calculation
Kernel is used.

At this moment the dispatcher is only implemented for
the intersection functions as prove of concept and it was
used during the benchmark evaluation.

3.6 Integration
It is part of the objectives of this study to extend the

expressive power of Rosetta, but as it was also important
to think of a more general integration so that our solution
can be used in a decoupled from a context Rosetta, devel-
oped more generic functions of integration that facilitate the
integration with other systems.

Racket is a multi-paradigm programming language which
supports several languages, i.e., it is easy to integrate with
the code written in other programming languages and even
languages with different paradigms, such as functional pro-
gramming, object oriented programming, etc. Thus, the
Racket allows the user to define in the first line of each
module the dialect that is being used with the command
“#lang”. Each dialect have an associated parser (also known
as language reader), which is what enables the support if
languages with different syntaxes.

In our project, we avoid creating our own dialect, so that
we can use Racket’s own parser (“#lang racket”). Thus,

any language that uses the Racket dialect can be directly
integrated with the created language. Rosetta was written
using this dialect, so the user can use our tool directly form
Rosetta.

4. EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate our system, in particular we

evaluate the performance of the system and the language
architecture.

Our evaluation strategy is the following:

• Robustness and accuracy of the language, the solutions
are acorrect and precise.

• Performance benchmark between the Mathematical Cal-
culation Kernel and the Geometric Function Library.

• Language Extensibility.

4.1 Robustness and Accuracy of Language
The robustness and accuracy of the results depends on the

solver used to solve the constraints.
The Geometric Function Library uses the capabilities of

Racket to minimize the robustness and accuracy problems
of the solution, since Racket divides the numbers in two
categories, accurate and inexact.

• Inexact numbers are represented with floating point
and exponents, which raise the accuracy problem.

• Exact numbers are divided in two categories, integers
or a rational.

– Integer numbers are represented in binary with-
out precision loss.

– Rational numbers are exactly the ratio of two ar-
bitrarily integers.

The user should use the exact numbers as much as possi-
ble, however there is an additional cost in the operations to
compute the exact numbers and some even compute inexact
numbers, for example the sqrt 2.

In the Mathematical Calculation Kernel, accuracy is solved
by the manipulation capabilities of the Mathematical Cal-
culation Kernel, which automatically convert the numbers
to rational ones.

4.2 Benchmark
As expected the benchmark proved the Geometric Func-

tion Library performance is three orders of magnitude faster
than the Mathematical Calculation Kernel. Such difference
happens because the Mathematical Calculation Kernel has
to communicate with the calculation system and the compu-
tation of a equation set using analytical methods, whereas
the Geometric Function Library is a procedure in Racket.

5. LANGUAGE EXPANSION
Here it is presented how easy it is to extend the language

with a set of functionalities completely new, using the mod-
ular architecture that allows to combine several capabilities
to describe complex constraints.

The sphere geometric entity can be implemented with the
following code 2. The field “raius” represents the sphere
radius, however the radius field is not constraint as being



only a positive number because it is not yet possible to define
constraints using the macro.

The structure that supports the sphere geometric entity
is created using the macros “entity-type” and “entity-
build”, and it uses the entities “point” and “value”.

Listing 2: Geometric Entity sphere Implementation.
1 #lang racket
2 (require "../ entity -macro.rkt")
3 (require "point.rkt")
4 (require "value.rkt")
5
6 (entity -type sphere
7 ([ center point (new -point 0 0)]
8 [radius value 1]))
9

10 (entity -build sphere)

The next step is to create the function that create math-
ematical equations using the sphere variables in order to
restricting the location of the sphere. The code represents a
possible implementation of this function.

Listing 3: Mathematical equations used to describe
the sphere surface

1 (define (sphere -form -equation sphere form)
2 (let ([c (sphere -center sphere)]
3 [r (sphere -radius -s sphere)]
4 [Fx (point -x-s form)]
5 [Fy (point -y-s form)]
6 [Fz (point -z-s form)])
7 (make -property
8 sphere
9 "(~a-~a)^2+(~a-~a)^2+(~a-~a)^2 = ~a\^2"

10 ‘((,Fx ,(point -x-s c) ,Fy ,(point -y-s c)
,Fz ,(point -z-s c) ,r))

11 ‘(,Fx ,Fy ,Fz)
12 ‘(,(~a "is(" r ">0)")))))

We can incorporate the community expansions to the base
project by importing the geometric entities in the mod-
ule entities-declaration; import the specialized functions in
the “function-mask” module; import the functions that use
the Mathematical Calculation Kernel in“entities-properties”
module.

The initial use case was designed to only have functional-
ity to constraint the sphere using only four surface points,
we obtain instead much more than just this functionality.
The main advantage of the modular architecture is the pos-
sibility to combine functionalities, the additionally function-
alities obtained are the following:

• Possibility of constraint the surface points of the sphere
(the opposite of the initially wanted, the inverse func-
tion);

• Possibility of constraint the surface points using a sub-
set of previously defined surface points and other sphere
properties (e.g radius);

• Possibility to constraint any geometric entity, using
surface points, as long as the entity is supported by
the function “entity-form-equation”.

• Possibility to constraint the sphere using other restric-
tions already implemented constraints.

6. CONCLUSION
This document addresses the issue of modeling by geomet-

ric construction, through the description of relationships and
constraints between geometric entities. The proposed solu-
tion for resolving the constraints on the model description, is
based on the transformation of these descriptions of the geo-
metric model in a mathematical problem. For this purpose,
a specific domain language was developed, so that descrip-
tions are defined using geometric constraints descriptions,
and is designated as ConstraintGM.

We also analyzed a diverse set of tools and programming
languages dedicated to geometric modeling, including their
strengths and weaknesses were raised. These were taken into
account during the development of the solution leading to
the domain language developed, would support a declarative
description of the geometric model, and that expansion of
functionality and integration of new geometric constraints
in the domain of language were available. In addition, the
problem of robustness and accuracy of the results was dis-
cussed with analytical techniques and symbolic manipula-
tion.

The solution comprises two alternative solvers that solve
the geometric constraints differently, one that is faster solv-
ing a specific set of geometric problems and, other that is
computationally heavy but is more generic and is able to
solve more geometric problems.

Regarding the problem of robustness and accuracy, the
results differ depending on the solver used. Using Geomet-
ric Function Library, the problem is mitigated by the
existence of fractional numbers from Racket. Using Math-
ematical Calculation Kernel, the problem is solved with
the symbolic manipulation capabilities from the algebric com-
putation system.

There is also a set of best practices that users should fol-
low to avoid such problems, described in Article [12]. In
short it is to avoid, whenever possible, the inexact numeri-
cal representation types and operations that are by nature
computationally inaccurate.

We conclude that our work has reached the main objec-
tive proposed, which consisted in providing the user with
the possibility of geometric constructions modeling trough
description of geometric constraints. Additionally, we also
managed to achieve the secondary objective, because it is
possible to use this tool with Rosetta, since our system is
imported as a module from the Racket. In this regard, we
consider to have developed a tool that is easy to use and un-
derstand by our end users, and at the same time, we man-
aged to create an easy tool to extend for more advanced
users.
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